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easily defined and is used to refer to changes at many levels in the 
nervous system ranging from molecular events, such as changes 
in gene expression, to behavior (e.g., Shaw and McEachern, 2001). 
One problem is that by its very nature, the relationship between 
brain plasticity and behavior is correlational. This is a problem 
only insofar as one’s comfort level in the proof of causation is 
concerned. A single correlative study is not a reason to rush to 
the clinic but a corpus of data collected over dozens of studies in 
different laboratories does provide a rationale for moving toward 
evidence-based treatments.

Third, basic studies looking for the nature and mechanisms of 
processes mediating recovery usually must begin in the laboratory 
using animal models. This has proven problematic in translating 
to the clinic because of uncertainty over the appropriateness of 
animal models. Consider the history of the search for neuropro-
tective agents for stroke victims. A decade of animal studies using 
rats identified a series of compounds that appeared to be neuro-
protective but none panned out in the clinic. The problem was not 
that the models were unsatisfactory but rather that the mechanisms 
of neuroprotection were not proven. In fact, in many studies the 
compounds had the effect of lowering body temperature in the 
lab animals so that the real mechanism was cryoprotection and 
not the action on some cellular channel. The compounds failed to 
work in people because humans are much larger and body tem-
perature is not so easily lowered as it is in a small animal like a 
rat. This obviously speaks to the issue of correlation but there are 
other problems.

A fourth obstacle is the choice of human candidates for clini-
cal trials. Most animal studies have well-defined injuries that are 
controlled by the investigators whereas there is far more variance 
in human conditions. A general rule of thumb in animal studies 
is that smaller injuries show much better response to therapies 
than larger injuries yet in clinical practice it is those people with 
large injuries that are most in need of treatments. There is thus a 

Clinical neurologists have long known that some recovery of func-
tion is possible after cerebral injury, but the rules that govern how 
and when recovery occurs are poorly understood. As a result, the 
prescription of specific treatments is based largely on hunch and 
habit rather than evidence-based randomized clinical trials (Teasell 
et al., 2006). A significant challenge for basic research is to identify 
the nature and mechanisms of the mediating processes underlying 
functional improvement so that rehabilitation strategies can be 
aimed at the appropriate targets. Over the past decade considerable 
progress has been made in the use of laboratory animal models to 
begin to understand some of the targets. This is the topic of the 
current review.

Obstacles tO Understanding
At least five obstacles can be identified to the development of 
evidence-based therapies. First, there is no generally accepted 
definition of what constitutes “recovery.” The word can be used 
to imply a complete return of function, a marked improvement 
in function, or indeed any degree of improvement. We like to call 
the problem of recovery the “problem of the three-legged cat.” If 
a cat sustains an accident that requires amputation of a hind leg, 
there are obviously significant difficulties in walking. But over the 
ensuing months the cat “recovers” and often can be almost as agile 
as before the accident. The cat obviously has only three legs so did 
not really “recover” but actually learned to compensate with new 
behavioral strategies for locomoting about the world. Functional 
improvement after most cerebral injury is really compensation. 
There is still an area of dead or dysfunctional tissue but the person 
has learned to navigate around the disability, either cognitively 
or physically.

Second, the organization of the brain is not static and the brain 
has the capacity to alter its structure and function in reaction to 
environmental diversity as well as to perturbations including injury. 
Although the term brain plasticity is now widely used, it is not 
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tendency to choose patients with larger injuries in clinical trials 
even though the proof of principle might be easier to demonstrate 
in people with less severe disabilities.

Finally, there is a significant issue regarding the gray to white 
matter ratio in human versus rodent brains. Humans have much 
more white matter and many injuries in humans are confined 
largely to white matter (e.g., strokes, traumatic brain injury). There 
are very few studies of localized white matter injuries in rodents, 
in part because they would be difficult to do given the reduced 
white matter volume. The question becomes one of whether treat-
ments that are effective in stimulating enhanced compensation 
in laboratory animals with gray matter injury will generalize to 
people with white matter injury. Part of the answer is related to 
understanding what the mechanisms underlying the functional 
improvement might be. This is an empirical question and basic 
research can provide clues. It is our view that rejecting the results 
on the basis of concerns about the generality is misguided. On 
what other basis will we identify new treatments? To quote Harry 
Harlow, “If the competent fail to generalize, the incompetent will 
fill the field” (Harlow et al., 1972).

general PrinciPles Of Plasticity in nOrmal brain
Before we address the treatments that can enhance plasticity in 
the injured brain we must briefly review several key principles of 
plasticity in the normal brain.

changes in the brain can be shOwn at many  
levels Of analysis
A change in behavior must certainly result from some change in 
the brain but there are many ways to investigate such changes. 
Changes may be inferred from global measures of brain activity, 
such as in the various forms of in vivo imaging, but such changes 
are far removed from the molecular processes that drive them. 
Global changes presumably reflect synaptic changes but synaptic 
changes result from more molecular changes such as modifications 
in channels, gene expression, and so on. The problem in studying 
brain plasticity is to choose a surrogate marker that best suits the 
question being asked. Changes in calcium channels may be perfect 
for studying synaptic changes at specific synapses that might be 
related to simple learning but are impractical for understanding sex 
differences in language processing. The latter might best be studied 
by in vivo imaging or postmortem analysis of cell morphology (e.g., 
Jacobs and Scheibel, 1993). The appropriate level must be targeted 
at the research question at hand. Studies investigating strategies for 
stimulating functional improvement after injury most commonly 
use anatomical (cell morphology and connectivity), physiological 
(cortical stimulation), and in vivo imaging. Each of these levels can 
be linked to behavioral outcomes in both human and non-human 
studies whereas more molecular levels have proven to be much more 
difficult to relate to behavior, and especially mental behavior.

the brain is altered by a sUrPrisingly wide variety Of 
exPeriences thrOUghOUt the lifesPan
The brain is altered by a surprisingly wide variety of experiences 
throughout the lifespan as summarized in Table 1. Many of these 
experiences are obvious such as sensorimotor training such as 
one might expect to see in rehabilitation programs. Many are far 

less intuitive, however. The brain can be changed by virtually any 
 experience, and even a thought. If one can remember some idea a 
week after having it, the brain must have changed in order to store 
the thought. Although such changes are fascinating in themselves, it 
is really the magnitude of the change that is going to be important 
for rehabilitation. Some of the biggest changes in brain functioning 
come from drugs such as psychomotor stimulants or the admin-
istration of neurotrophic factors when used in combination with 
other experiences such as sensorimotor training.

different measUres Of neUrOnal change indePendently Of 
each Other and sOmetimes in OPPOsite directiOns
There has been a tendency in the literature to see different neuronal 
changes as surrogates for one another. One of the most common is 
to assume that changes in spine density reflect changes in dendritic 
length and vice versa. This turns out not to be the case as the two 
measures can vary independently and sometimes in opposite direc-
tions (e.g., Kolb et al., 2008; Comeau et al., 2010). Furthermore, cells 
in different cortical layers, but in the same presumptive columns, 
can show very different responses to the same experiences (e.g., 
Teskey et al., 2006).

the rUles gOverning Plasticity are distinctly different in 
different cerebral regiOns
All cortical regions show remarkable plasticity but the sensory and 
motor regions respond differently to most experiences than the 
prefrontal or hippocampal regions. For example, whereas psycho-
active drugs or social/sexual behaviors produce large changes in 
dendritic organization in the prefrontal regions, these drugs do 
little to the rest of the neocortex (e.g., Robinson and Kolb, 2004). 
In contrast, whereas the sensory and motor regions show large 
chronic changes in response to complex housing (sometimes called 

Table 1 | Factors affecting the synaptic organization of the normal brain.

Factor Example reference

 1. Sensory and motor experience Greenough and Chang (1989)

 2. Task learning Kolb et al. (2008)

 3. Gonadal hormones Stewart and Kolb (1988)

 4. Psychoactive drugs  Robinson and Kolb (2004) 

(e.g., stimulants, THC)

 5. Neurotrophic factors Kolb et al. (1997) 

(e.g., NGF, FGF-2)

 6. Natural rewards Fiorino and Kolb (2003) 

(e.g., sex; social interaction)

 7. Social play Bell et al. (2010)

 8. Aging Kramer et al. (2004)

 8. Stress McEwen (2005)

 9. Anti-inflammatories Silasi and Kolb (2007) 

(e.g., COX-2 inhibitors)

10. Diet (e.g., choline) Meck and Williams (2003)

11. Electrical stimulation:   

kindling Teskey et al. (2006)

 LTP Monfils et al. (2004)

 LTD Monfils and Teskey (2004)

 Surface cortical stim Teskey et al. (2003)
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enriched  housing), the prefrontal regions show only transient 
changes that disappear after a few days (e.g., Kolb et al., 2003b; 
Comeau et al., 2010). This difference is important for designing 
therapies because it is clear that the location of injury is important 
in predicting which treatments will be most effective.

exPerience-dePendent changes interact
Humans have a lifetime of experiences, including drug experiences, 
prior to cerebral injury and this may influence not only spontaneous 
recovery but also the effectiveness of postinjury treatments. Little 
is known about these interactions, either in laboratory animals or 
humans but it will become an important topic in the coming years. 
Recently, we have shown in laboratory animals that if animals are 
exposed to psychomotor stimulants either as juveniles or in adult-
hood, later experiences have a much-attenuated (or sometimes 
absent) effect. For example, when rats are given methylphenidate 
as juveniles or amphetamine as adults and then sometime later are 
placed in complex environments or trained on learning tasks, the 
later experience-dependent changes are blocked (see Figure 1). What 
is surprising is that although the drugs do not show any obvious 
direct effect on sensory cortical regions, prior exposure prevents the 
expected changes in these regions (e.g., Kolb et al., 2003a). These 
drug–experience interactions are not unidirectional however. When 
infant rats are given tactile stimulation with a fine brush for 15 min 3 
times per day from birth until weaning, they show a dramatic attenu-
ation in the effects of amphetamine in adulthood (Muhammad 
et al., 2009). Such results imply that treatment for brain injuries 
will not be “one fits all” because people have different histories, 
including drug histories. Although our level of ignorance on plastic 
interactions is obviously large, the interactions loom as an important 
clinical concern in the future. Furthermore, it again may give pause 
to simple translations from the lab to the clinic.

Plastic changes are time-dePendent
Plastic changes need not be permanent and they may change dra-
matically over time. One of the clearest demonstrations of this 
comes from studies of brain plasticity in response to kindling. 
Kindling refers to the progressive intensification of electrographic 
and behavioral seizure activity with repeated stimulation and is 
thus a model of brain sensitization (see Teskey, 2001 for a review). 
In electrical kindling the stimulation is normally applied in brief 
trains, usually once daily, to a specific brain site (Racine, 1972). 
The development and expression of seizures is associated with 
dynamic changes in dendritic arborization and spine density that 
is dependent on the pyramidal cell layer. In layer III there was an 
initial reduction in dendritic length and spine density after the 
cessation of seizures followed by a rebound and increase 3 weeks 
later. Surprisingly the opposite changes occur in layer V with an 
initial lengthening of dendrites followed by a rebound and reduc-
tion at the 3-week time point (Teskey et al., 2006). The differential 
effect between layer V pyramidal neurons and layer III pyramidal 
neurons suggests that these areas play different roles in the expres-
sion of seizures and the adaptation of the brain to the persistent 
effect of kindling.

Time-dependent plasticity is not unique to electrical stimula-
tion, however. For example, when rats are placed in complex envi-
ronments there is a transient increase in dendritic length in the 

FigurE 1 | Effects of amphetamine and complex housing on dendritic 
branches (A,C) and spines (B,D) on both apical (A,B) and basilar (C,D) of layer 
III pyramidal cells in parietal cortex. Branching: complex housing (C) increased 
the number of both apical and basilar branches, but amphetamine (A) had no 
effect. Prior amphetamine completely blocked the effect of housing in the 
complex environment. Spines: complex housing increased the number of 
spines and amphetamine decreased density. Spine density remained lower in 
the amphetamine group (A/C) than in the control group (S/C) (after Kolb 
et al., 2003a).

 prefrontal cortex that can be seen after 4 days of complex housing 
but has disappeared after 14 days (Figure 2). In contrast, there are no 
obvious changes in sensory cortex after 4 days but clear, and seem-
ingly permanent, changes after 14 days (Comeau et al., 2010).

The possibility that there are different chronic and transient 
experience-dependent changes in cerebral neurons is consistent 
with genetic studies showing that there are different genes expressed 
acutely and chronically in response to complex environments (e.g., 
Rampon et al., 2000). The difference in how transient and persistent 
changes in neuronal networks relate to behavior is unknown.

One implication of time-dependent changes in brain plasticity 
relates to the question of how the brain changes in response to 
injury over time. It is known, for example, that there is a cascade of 
molecular and cellular changes that evolve after injury. Thus, dur-
ing the days and weeks following an injury there are degenerative 
processes that can be seen in the death of neurons and the atrophy 
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we used postinjury tactile stimulation to facilitate recovery from 
both adult and infant cerebral injuries (Gibb et al., 2010; Kolb and 
Gibb, 2010) and expected to find that the synaptic changes were 
at least qualitatively similar in the normal and injured brains. In 
fact, they were not. For example, whereas there was an increase 
in spine density in cortical pyramidal neurons in animals with 
perinatal prefrontal injuries, there was a decrease in the sham oper-
ates. Nonetheless, both brain-injured and sham animals showed 
significantly enhanced motor and cognitive performance relative to 
untreated animals. This was unexpected and once again illustrates 
our ignorance of the underlying mechanisms responsible for the 
beneficial effects of tactile stimulation.

Although the differential effects of the same experiences on 
the normal and injured brain give us pause for thought, they do 
not impugn the logic of looking for treatments to facilitate func-
tional recovery by using experiences that change the normal brain. 
After all, the treatments worked. However, they do remind us that 
there is a lot that we do not know about how experience changes 
the brain.

nOt all Plasticity is gOOd
Although the general gist of the literature is that plastic changes in 
the brain support improved motor and cognitive functions, plastic 
changes can interfere with behavior too. A good example is the 
drug-induced changes seen in response to psychomotor stimulants 
(e.g., Robinson and Kolb, 2004). It is reasonable to propose that 
some of the maladaptive behavior of drug addicts could result from 
drug-related changes in prefrontal neuronal morphology.

There are many other examples of pathological plasticity includ-
ing pathological pain (Baranauskas, 2001), pathological response to 
sickness (Raison et al., 2006), epilepsy (Teskey, 2001), schizophre-
nia (Black et al., 2004), and dementia (Mattson et al., 2001). One 
important caveat in designing rehabilitation programs for brain 
injury is to ensure that the treatments do not induce plastic changes 
that could actually interfere with recovery. One case in point may 
be the routine use of SSRIs following stroke. These drugs, such as 
fluoxetine (Prozac) are often given to prevent or reduce poststroke 
depressive symptoms. Few studies have examined this in laboratory 
animals but a study by Keith et al. (2007) is worrying. These authors 
found that when rats with hippocampal lesions were given fluox-
etine postinjury the animals showed impaired recovery on spatial 
memory tasks compared to untreated lesion rats. A similar study 
by Windle and Corbett (2005) looked at the effect of fluoxetine on 
motor recovery from an ischemic injury of cortex. These authors 
had hypothesized that because fluoxetine is known to produce 
various plastic changes in the brain, it might facilitate recovery. 
They found no beneficial effects although unlike the Keith et al. 
(2007) study there were no deleterious effects either. The differences 
in outcome could be related to type of injury, location or injury, 
and/or behavioral measures but they do illustrate the problem of 
potentially inadvertently stimulating pathological plasticity in the 
injured brain.

Using animal mOdels Of brain injUry
We have already alluded to one of the difficulties in using labora-
tory rodents to model human conditions, namely the different gray 
to white matter ratio in rodents and humans. Another problem is 

of synapses in regions related to the injury. As time progresses and 
the degenerative processes stabilize, there is a slow development of 
new neural extended neural networks throughout the forebrain 
(e.g., Gonzalez and Kolb, 2003). A key issue is to ask when it would 
be most beneficial to begin rehabilitative programs to take advan-
tage of the regenerative plasticity and perhaps even influence the 
evolution of the degenerative changes. We are ignorant here and 
this is no doubt one reason why there is so little known about when 
treatments should begin after injury.

Plastic changes are age-dePendent
It is generally presumed that the developing brain will be more 
responsive to experiences than the adult or senescent brain. This is 
most certainly correct but there is another important wrinkle: there 
are qualitatively different changes in the brain in response to what 
appears to be the same experience at different ages. For example, 
when weanling, adult, or senescent rats were placed in a complex 
environment, all groups showed large synaptic changes but they 
were surprisingly different. Specifically, whereas we anticipated an 
increase in spine density in response to complex housing, this was 
only true in adult and senescent rats. Rats placed in the environ-
ments as juveniles showed a decrease in spine density (Kolb et al., 
2003c). A similar drop in spine density was found in later studies in 
which newborn rats were given tactile stimulation with a soft brush 
for 15 min, three times daily over the first 10 days of life (Kolb and 
Gibb, 2010). The age-dependent nature of synaptic change is clearly 
important for understanding what treatments might be effective 
for pediatric versus adult neurological disorders.

the nOrmal and injUred brain Often resPOnds differently tO 
the same exPerience
Our studies of brain plasticity in animals without cerebral injury 
were designed to allow us to develop new strategies for designing 
evidence-based rehabilitation programs. The underlying assump-
tion was that the normal and injured brain would respond the same 
way to the same experience. This is not always the case. For example, 

FigurE 2 | A schematic illustration of synaptic change in response to 
complex housing in rats. Pyramidal neurons in prefrontal cortex shows 
acute changes that revert by baseline in about 10 days. In contrast pyramidal 
neurons in sensory and motor regions show a slower change that remains 
months after treatment.
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different forms of cognitive processing in mammals and it requires 
different behavioral measures to assess different cerebral regions in 
rodents, just as it does in humans (e.g., McDonald et al., 2004).

neUrOrehabilitatiOn after cerebral injUry
We have identified a range of obstacles and issues that must be 
considered in our search for novel neurorehabilitation strategies. 
We have also made it clear that we are woefully ignorant about 
many of the details and complexities but nonetheless, a lot has 
been learned in the past two decades. The place to start modulat-
ing the effect of cortical injury is to consider the range of factors 
that induce neuroplasticity in the normal brain, which we saw 
in Table 1. The events that are most likely to be beneficial can be 
grouped as postinjury experience, pharmacotherapy, cell-based 
therapy, electrical stimulation, and diet. Note that all of these stud-
ies are from laboratory animals because such studies would be 
impractical in humans.

POstinjUry exPerience
Studies of normal laboratory animals have consistently shown that 
the single most effective way to change both brain and behavior is 
to place groups of animals in complex environments for a month 
or longer (for a review, see Kolb and Whishaw, 1998). The complex-
housed animals typically have a lot of novel and changing stimula-
tion (such as toys, tunnels, runways, etc) and get a lot of exercise. 
Such experience profoundly changes the brain with the most obvi-
ous change being an increase of about 5% in overall brain weight. 
In addition, there are generalized increases in synapse number, 
astrocyte number and complexity, and angiogenesis. Animals typi-
cally have improved cognitive and motor functions on a wide range 
of neuropsychological tasks and the benefits far outlast the period 
of complex housing. Studies from literally dozens of laboratories 
have also shown this experience to be the most successful treatment 
strategy for optimizing functional recovery from a variety of forms 
of experimental brain damage including cortical ablation, corti-
cal ischemia, and head trauma (e.g., Kolb and Elliott, 1987; Will 
and Kelche, 1992; Johansson, 1996; Biernaskie and Corbett, 2001). 
Although the mechanism of the beneficial effects of complex hous-
ing is not known, there are extensive changes in gene expression 
that are related to neuronal structure and function (Rampon et al., 
2000). It has been hypothesized that changes in gene expression 
may increase the synthesis of neurotrophic factors, which in turn 
facilitate synaptic plasticity (e.g., Johansson, 2000).

One important question to consider is “what would be the equiv-
alent treatment for humans?” It can be argued that the caged rats 
were actually deprived so the complex housing was simply making 
things more “normal.” This is likely partly true but we hasten to 
point out that people with brain injuries often find themselves in 
rather simple environments, either in hospital or at home, and often 
with little social contact. For active working people with a full life, 
this really is a form of deprivation. However, this begs the question 
of how an equivalent treatment could be designed for people. Most 
studies have kept the animals in the complex environments for 24 h/
day, which would be impractical for human therapies. Our best 
guess is that an equivalent therapy would have to be intense, daily, 
and include a variety of different treatments including cognitive 
and physical therapy. If the mechanism(s) underlying the profound 

just as problematic, however. This problem relates to the question 
of what is the most suitable injury etiology to use in the labora-
tory. There are multiple ways of inducing strokes, traumatic brain 
injuries, dementias, and other conditions. But which one is most 
“natural.” This is an important question and there is a temptation 
among many clinicians to dismiss rodent models because they are 
different than human diseases and thus not relevant. This is a bit 
like saying that we cannot generalize about neurorehabilitation 
from one human condition to another because the conditions are 
so different. There is little doubt that dementia and ischemia are 
different but we are searching for ways to change the brain and, in 
principle, if a treatment is successful for one condition it ought to 
be a good bet to try in another.

It is our view that the same is true for animal models of human 
conditions. There is an important caveat here, however. It is essen-
tial in the laboratory to compare multiple models where possible 
to ensure that treatment effects are not model-dependent. A study 
by Gonzalez and Kolb (2003) is instructive here. These authors 
compared the effect of several types of cerebral injury and found 
that the pattern of synaptic changes was etiology-dependent but 
all were correlated with functional improvement over time. For 
example, ischemic strokes to the motor cortex led to increased 
synaptogenesis in the contralateral motor cortex and bilaterally 
in the medial prefrontal cortex. Excision of the same tissue led to 
synaptogenesis in the striatum bilaterally. Curiously, however, the 
functional improvement over time was similar in the two cases, 
suggesting that there are multiple routes to facilitating functional 
improvement. The authors did not compare the effect of a spe-
cific treatment in animals with different etiologies but given that 
the brain’s “natural” response to the injuries was different, there 
obviously would be different changes in response to rehabilitation 
experiences. The key question is whether the treatment would be 
equally effective with different etiologies and again, we are ignorant. 
The answer, however, is not to dismiss the findings but to do the 
research to find out what treatments are effective.

One final issue with models using laboratory animals is the 
question of what behavioral measures are appropriate to allow com-
parsions to humans. This is not a simple question because it is not 
possible to use any language-based measures in lab animals. The 
laboratory rat is the most extensively studied lab animal and there 
is a vast literature on the analysis of the behavior of the laboratory 
rat (see volume by Whishaw and Kolb, 2005). In general, studies of 
recovery from cerebral injuries have focused primarily on two types 
of measures – namely motor and cognitive behaviors.

Although the original studies of motor behavior tended to use a 
wide range of analyses (e.g., Kolb and Whishaw, 1983) most current 
studies use sophisticated measures of skilled forepaw use, such as 
reaching for pellets through a slot, or measures of hindlimb and 
forelimb placing (e.g., Metz and Whishaw, 2002). Most measures 
of cognitive function in brain-injured rats derive from the long his-
tory of studying rats in various forms of neuropsychological tests. 
The primary types of tests used in studies of recovery of function 
include various measures of object recognition and memory (e.g., 
Mumby, 2005) or measures of spatial navigation that can be used to 
make inferences about the type of cognitive representations that the 
animals have of their world (e.g., Sutherland, 2005). A key feature of 
these analyses is that there are multiple neural networks underlying 
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have been poorly studied in both animal laboratory studies as well 
as in clinical trials. It seems likely that a couple of hours a week will 
have only modest effects in both laboratory animals and human 
patients. Our best hunch from our animal work is that the best 
practice would include daily training that would include at least 
2 h per day of actual therapy.

One likely combination of treatments that may prove effective is 
to use increased postinjury experience in combination with other 
treatments such as neurotrophic factors. Witt-Lajeunesse et al. 
(2010) combined repetitive reach training for 2 h/day or complex 
housing for 24/day with FGF-2 in animals with motor cortex injury. 
Although neither FGF-2 nor the reach training proved beneficial, 
the combined treatment was effective as illustrated in Figure 3. 
Notice that the combination of reach training and FGF-2 was as 
effective as complex housing alone or in combination with FGF-2. 
The combined effect of the two treatments is again encouraging 
because of the reduced time commitment compared to the com-
plex housing.

PharmacOtheraPy
Psychomotor stimulants (amphetamine, cocaine, nicotine) stim-
ulate plastic changes in the dorsal striatum, nucleus accumbens, 
and prefrontal cortex (e.g., Lena and Changeux, 1999; Robinson 
and Kolb, 2004). In addition, nicotine (but not amphetamine or 
cocaine) stimulates synaptic growth in the motor cortex as well. It 
is reasonable, therefore, to hypothesize that psychomotor stimu-
lants might facilitate recovery from cerebral injury – especially if 
given in combination with some sort of cognitive or motor train-
ing. Early studies using amphetamine as a postinjury treatment 
showed striking benefits in motor behaviors in rats (e.g., Feeney 
and Sutton, 1987; Goldstein, 2003) but later clinical studies have 
had mixed success. One reason appears to be lesion size. Moroz 

plastic changes in the brain were better understood we might be 
better able to design equivalent treatments, namely ones that act 
on the same mechanisms.

One of the effects of complex housing is that the animals receive 
a lot sensory stimulation, and especially tactile stimulation. With 
this in mind we reasoned that tactile stimulation might be effective 
in facilitating recovery. Our first studies looked at recovery from 
perinatal cortical injuries and we were able to show dramatic recov-
ery in tests of spatial navigation and skilled forelimb movements 
after frontal or posterior parietal injuries (Kolb and Gibb, 2010). 
The tactile stimulation was given just three times daily (15 min 
each time) for 2–3 weeks after the injuries and in adulthood there 
were clear morphological changes in cortical pyramidal neu-
rons. Specifically, whereas animals with injuries but no treatment 
showed extensive atrophy of cortical pyramidal neurons, those with 
the treatments showed a reversal of the atrophy correlated with 
functional recovery. Parallel findings have also now been shown 
in adult rats with either aspiration lesions of frontal cortex or 
ischemic lesions of motor cortex (Gibb et al., 2010). Once again, 
the recovery was correlated with a reversal of atrophy in cortical 
pyramidal neurons.

The results of the tactile stimulation studies are provocative, 
especially given that massage has long been used as a support-
ive treatment for brain-injured patients, albeit without a known 
mechanism of action. Although the effects of tactile stimulation 
are not as large as those from complex housing, they are not 
trivial and the intensity of the stimulation (45 min/day) is much 
reduced from the complex housing (24 h/day) and thus may be 
more practical clinically. But what is the mechanism of action? 
Three likely candidates are increased cholinergic activation of the 
cortex, increased neurotrophic factor expression, and increased 
cerebral activity. We have found increased acetylcholinesterase 
(AChE) levels in cortex and increased expression of at least one 
neurotrophic factor, fibroblast growth factor-2 (FGF-2), in both 
skin and brain (R. Gibb and B. Kolb, unpublished observations). 
We have also seen similar changes in AChE and FGF-2 expression 
in cortex of animals with 60 days of complex housing (Kolb et al., 
1998). No doubt there will be many other changes observed in 
both paradigms, and especially other neurotrophic factors such 
as nerve growth factor (NGF) and brain-derived neurotrophic 
factor (BDNF).

There are studies that have utilized NGF directly in animals with 
cerebral injuries with promising results (e.g., Hart et al., 1978). A 
later study by Kolb et al. (1997) showed that rats with large cortical 
strokes showed about a 20% decrease in dendritic arborization in 
the remaining motor regions and that this was completely reversed 
by NGF. Although the results of this study were compelling, the 
difficulty with NGF as a potential treatment is that it is expensive 
and does not pass the blood–brain barrier and thus must be infused 
into cerebral ventricles.

Physiotherapists often treat motor deficits resulting from brain 
injury by using various forms of repetitive motor training. There is 
some evidence that repetitive motor training can be effective both 
in humans and non-human primates (e.g., Nudo et al., 1996). Such 
treatments have not always been found to be beneficial, however, 
and the differences may be related to the details of the training 
including intensity and the postinjury  timing. These latter issues 

FigurE 3 | reaching accuracy expressed as a percent of preoperative 
performance level. Complex housing improved performance in all groups. 
Reaching training was effective only in combination with infusion of basic 
fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) (from Witt-Lajeunesse et al., 2010).
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The second compound is an antibody to NoGo-A, which is a 
molecule that blocks axon regeneration after both spinal cord and 
cerebral injury (for a review, see Schwab, 2004). Papadopoulos et al. 
(2006) showed that administration of an antibody to NoGo-A 
stimulated axon generation much as in the inosine studies, and 
in addition, increased synaptogenesis in cortical pyramidal neu-
rons. These morphological changes were correlated with functional 
recovery on measures of skilled reaching.

cell-based theraPy
The isolation and identification of multipotent neural stem cells 
from the adult forebrain (Reynolds and Weiss, 1992) and their 
localization to the subventricular zone (SVZ) of the lateral ventri-
cles in both rodents and humans (Morshead et al., 1994; Doetsch 
et al., 1999; Sanai et al., 2004) has spurred significant interest in the 
therapeutic potential of rostral forebrain neurogenesis (Alvarez-
Buylla and Lim, 2004; Lie et al., 2004; Lindvall et al., 2004). In 
rodents and non-human primates, the normal biologic function of 
SVZ NSCs is the generation of new olfactory interneurons (Doetsch 
and Hen, 2005). Recently, a series of studies have provided evidence 
that a middle cerebral artery occlusion model of stroke results in 
enhanced proliferation within the SVZ, neuronal migration toward 
the ischemic cortex and striatum, and subsequent differentiation 
into a few new neurons (Arvidsson et al., 2002; Parent et al., 2002; 
Jin et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2004). Clearly, this phenomenon is 
insufficient to repair significant brain damage; however, a select 
combination of signals might enhance this process such that sub-
stantial functional tissue regeneration can occur in major struc-
tures, such as the cerebral cortex.

Epidermal growth factor (EGF) is known to be a powerful 
mitogen for adult forebrain SVZ neural stem cells, both in vitro 
and in vivo (Morshead et al., 1994; Craig et al., 1999) and thus may 
be particularly supportive of precursor cell re-direction through 
the generation of radial glial cells that support neuronal migration 
into the adult forebrain parenchyma (Gregg and Weiss, 2003). One 
difficulty with EGF infusions in vivo is that although there is a pro-
liferation of precursor cells, these cells do not normally differentiate 
into neurons. One solution to this problem is to take advantage of 
the fact that erythropoietin (EPO) can promote the differentiation 
of neurons from neural precursor cells (Shingo et al., 2001).

Kolb et al. (2007) infused a combination of EGF and EPO into 
the lateral ventricle of rats with motor cortex strokes and were 
able to stimulate the growth of new cells in the subventricular 
zone. Cell tracking studies showed that cells migrated from the 
SVZ to the site of infarct to form a plug of tissue that contained 
glia and immature neurons (Figure 5). The formation of the plug 
was correlated with enhanced motor function on several measures 
of skilled forelimb movements. Removal of the regenerated cortical 
tissue reversed the functional recovery, although not immediately. 
Rather, the functions deteriorated over a 1–2 weeks, which suggests 
that although the new tissue played some role in the recovery of 
function, it was indirect, perhaps by influencing the function of the 
peri-infarct tissue. Subsequent studies found similar effects of EGF 
and EPO treatments on more posterior injuries. For example, the 
contralateral neglect induced by posterior parietal infarcts showed 
recovery with EGF and EPO treatments and again there was a tissue 
plug in the lesion cavity.

and Kolb (2005) compared the effects amphetamine on recovery 
from focal versus more extensive strokes. The main finding was 
that whereas amphetamine is effective in producing both synaptic 
change and behavioral improvement after focal cortical injuries, 
there was little benefit after large middle cerebral occlusions.

More recently, Papadopoulos et al. (2009) showed that a combi-
nation of amphetamine and complex housing produced a benefit 
in motor recovery after stroke in rats that was greater than either 
treatment alone, and was correlated with enhanced axonal sprout-
ing from contralesional projection neurons into deafferentated 
subcortical areas.

Other studies have looked at the effect of nicotine on postin-
jury recovery and found significant beneficial effects, even after 
larger injuries in skilled forelimb movements (e.g., Gonzalez 
et al., 2006). The recovery is correlated with increased dendritic 
length and spine density that reverses the stroke-induced atrophy. 
Thus, nicotine may be a better choice for clinical trials and has 
the advantage that it can be administered in slow released patches 
that are already available. One difficulty with nicotine is that expo-
sure to nicotine prior to cerebral injury appears to attenuate or 
block the effect of the drug on stimulating recovery. Presumably 
the brain already has been changed by the prior exposure to the 
drug and additional doses postinjury may thus be ineffective. It is 
quite possible that prior exposure to nicotine will also reduce the 
effectiveness of amphetamine as a treatment and this may have 
influenced the effectiveness of amphetamine in the clinical trials 
mentioned earlier.

Methylphenidate (Ritalin) also produces plastic changes in 
prefrontal cortex and striatum and thus may also be a candidate 
for clinical trials. We are unaware of any preclinical studies (i.e., 
lab animal) showing effects (or not) of methylphenidate on the 
injured brain but we are aware of rehabilitation physicians who 
prescribe it in low doses. Their logic is not based upon the plastic 
changes in the cortex so much as the use of the drug to enhance 
attention during cognitive rehabilitation. To our knowledge there 
are no randomized clinical trials examining the effects of meth-
ylphenidate. Both preclinical and clinical trials are obviously 
needed. They might prove especially valuable in the treatment 
of children.

Two other types of pharmacotherapies have taken advantage 
of plasticity-inducing properties of two compounds that enhance 
axonal sprouting after cerebral injury. The first is inosine, which 
is a purine nucleoside that can activate an intracellular signaling 
pathway that regulates the expression of multiple genes involved 
in axon outgrowth. Chen et al. (2002) showed that in adult rats 
with unilateral cortical strokes inosine stimulated neurons on 
the undamaged side of the brain to extend new projections to 
denervated areas of the midbrain and spinal cord. This growth 
was paralleled by improved performance on several measures of 
forelimb motor skills (Figure 4; see also Zai et al., 2009). More 
recently, inosine has also proved effective in stimulating recovery 
from traumatic brain injury (Smith et al., 2007). This latter study 
had an added wrinkle in that they compared the effectiveness of 
inosine and complex housing in stimulating recovery in motor 
function. Although animals given the complex housing recovered 
more quickly, after 28 days the inosine-treated animals were not 
functionally different than the complex-housed animals.
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a similar result. The FGF-2 stimulated recovery is encouraging 
although there has been a suggestion that it is effective only in 
young adult rats and not in aged rats (Won et al., 2006), which is 
obviously an important factor given that stroke is most likely to 
occur in older people.

One advantage of FGF-2 over EGF is that it passes the blood–
brain barrier so it should be possible to influence recovery without 
an invasive mode of administration. A series of studies by Monfils 
et al. (2005, 2006, 2008) gave 10-day old rats motor cortex lesions 
followed by FGF-2 subcutaneously. The studies showed regenera-
tion of the lost tissue, functional recovery, and evidence of func-
tional cortico-spinal projections. Curiously, the FGF-2 induced 
regeneration was age and location-dependent. Thus, it was effec-
tive in stimulating regeneration after day 10 injuries but not day 3 
injuries, although it did facilitate recovery at the younger age time 
(Comeau et al., 2007). Furthermore, although FGF-2 give after day 
10 prefrontal and motor cortex injuries does stimulate regeneration, 
similar treatment was not effective in stimulating regeneration after 

These findings suggest that specific combinations of growth 
factors can mobilize endogeneous adult neural stem cells to 
promote functional recovery after stroke. One difficulty is that 
EGF does not pass the blood–brain barrier and must be infused 
directly into the brain. One solution is to use other compounds 
to induce cell genesis and a preliminary study by Strickland and 
Weiss used prolactin, which does cross the blood–brain bar-
rier, in combination with EPO and replicated the EGF and EPO 
results (T. Strickland and S. Weiss, personal communication, 
2009), suggesting that less invasive treatment regimes may prove 
beneficial.

Fibroblast growth factor-2 is also a potent mitogen for pre-
cursor cells in the SVZ. Sun et al. (2009) infused FGF-2 into the 
lateral ventricle of rats that had received traumatic brain injuries 
in adulthood. The FGF-2 treatment stimulated cell proliferation 
in the dentate gyrus and led to enhanced cognitive recovery in a 
measure of spatial navigation. In a parallel study of rats with uni-
lateral ischemic injuries to motor cortex Leker et al. (2007) found 

FigurE 4 | Schematic illustration of the stroke and major cortical efferent 
pathways. (A) The sensorimotor cortex and other right hemisphere structures 
were damaged unilaterally by occluding the right middle cerebral artery. The 
pathways originating from the intact left hemisphere that were traced include 
the corticorubral (green) and corticospinal (blue) tracts. (B) Coronal section 
through the forebrain showing the extent of injury (black) and the cells of origin 
of the intact corticospinal (blue) and corticorubral (green) tracts. (C) Projections 

from the sensorimotor cortex to the ipsilateral red nucleus. Compensatory 
growth to the denervated (right) red nucleus is shown in red. (D) Corticospinal 
tract projections from the intact hemisphere decussate in the caudal medulla, 
course in the contralateral dorsal funiculus, and synapse primarily on layer 4–6 
interneruons in the cervical and lumbar enlargements of the spinal cord. 
Inosine-induced collateral projections to the denervated side are shown in red 
(after Chen et al., 2002).
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the electrodes were in the wrong location. One obvious conclusion 
is that it is  important to closely parallel the human and non-human 
experimental manipulations. After recovery from electrode implan-
tation and during daily training on a behavioral task, which requires 
skilled usage of the forelimb, animals receive current at an intensity 
that is subthreshold (usually 50%) to evoke movements. Several 
laboratories using a variety of ischemic models (endothelin-1, 
pial strip, and electrocautery) have shown efficacy with bipolar or 
monopolar stimulation between 40 to 70% of initial movement 
thresholds and between 50 and 100 Hz.

The details of the neural mechanisms underlying these func-
tional effects are still not known. However, cortical stimulation-
induced improvements in reaching success coincide with a variety 
of neuroplastic changes in the stimulated region of the sensorimo-
tor cortex. One laboratory observed increased surface density of 
layer V dendritic processes, greater density of synapses with mul-
tisynaptic boutons and perforated postsynaptic densities that are 
presumed to be more efficacious (Adkins-Muir and Jones, 2003; 
Adkins et al., 2008). Expansion of motor maps in rats (Kleim et al., 
2003) and monkeys (Plautz et al., 2003) also occurs. The polysy-
naptic component of a motor cortical evoked potential, that is 
indicative of propagating neural activity through a network, was 
observed to increase (Teskey et al., 2003). All of these enhance-
ments were observed relative to a comparison group of animals 
receiving rehabilitation alone. Presumably understanding the spe-
cific neural mechanisms mediating these functional improvements 
should assist us in our endeavor to improve motor “re-learning” 
after brain damage.

more posterior injuries, possibly because of the longer distance the 
new cells would have to travel. Once again, however, although there 
was no regeneration after posterior lesions, the FGF-2 did facilitate 
functional recovery. These findings suggest that there are at least 
two separate FGF-2-related mechanisms at play here: mitogenesis 
and synaptogenesis.

electrical stimUlatiOn
Direct electrical stimulation of the brain to modulate local neuronal 
activity during motor performance holds promise for enhancing 
behavioral recovery following a stroke. The central idea is that 
stimulation of the peri-infarcted cortex facilitates the recruitment 
of neurons into a functional neural network that is responsible 
for behaviors like reaching with the forelimb (Brown et al., 2003). 
Thus cortical stimulation serves as an adjunctive treatment dur-
ing behavioral therapy presumably through enhancing activity-
dependent synaptic plasticity. As a proof of principle, studies in rats 
with infarcts of the sensorimotor cortex indicate that the efficacy 
of rehabilitation of motor functions is improved by coupling it 
with cortical stimulation through electrodes positioned over peri-
infarct areas (Adkins et al., 2006). First the minimum amount of 
current to elicit a forelimb movement is first determined. This 
is important because it allows the investigator to know that the 
electrode has been placed in a viable location and is capable of 
inducing movement of a desired set of muscles. Parenthetically, 
it may be the case that a phase III clinical trial in stroke patients 
using this approached failed to show efficacy because the level of 
stimulation was insufficient (movements were never induced) and 

FigurE 5 | Epidermal growth factor + EPO infusions led to tissue 
regeneration in the motor cortex after focal stroke. (A,B) Experimental 
paradigm. Devascularizing lesion on day 0 was followed by EGF and/or EPO 
infusion via an intraventricular cannula in the contralateral hemisphere beginning 
on day 7 poststroke. EGF was infused for 7 days followed by EPO for 7 days. 
(C,D) Dorsal photographs of lesions brains (42 days after stroke), infused with 
either CSF + CSF (C) or EGF + EPO (D). The stroke produced a chronic cavity 

whereas treatment with EGF + EPO led to the development of newly generated 
cortical tissue. (E–H) Coronal cresyl violet-stained sections showing the lesion 
cavity in a CSF + CSF lesion brain (E) and an EGF + EPO lesion brain (F). The 
lesion cavity is filled with tissue in the latter brain. The intact hemisphere of the 
EGF + EPO brain has clear lamination characteristic of motor cortex (g) but 
there is no obvious organization in the newly generated cortical tissue and a 
complete absence of a layer I (H) (modified from Kolb et al., 2007).
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cOnclUsiOns
Animal models of cerebral plasticity and recovery from injury have 
allowed us to identify the nature and mechanisms of the mediating 
processes underlying functional improvement so that rehabilitation 
strategies can be aimed at the appropriate targets. Throughout the 
animal literature there is a consistent demonstration that placing rats 
in complex environments benefits functional recovery after cerebral 
injuries at different ages and of different etiologies. It is uncertain what 
the equivalent treatment would be in humans but complex environ-
ment treatment provides a useful “gold standard” against which to 
compare other treatments. Although few treatments are as effective, 
many are nearly as effective (e.g., cell-based therapies, pharmacothera-
pies) and the combination of therapies, such as neurotrophic factors 
and behavioral rehabilitation, promise to be the most effective.

We have emphasized the correlation between neurobiological 
changes and behavior but we remain relatively ignorant of the 
mechanisms linking the two. We do know, however, that cerebral 
injury generally leads to a loss of connections within different neu-
ral networks and that treatments are capable both of reversing these 
losses as well as stimulating the production of new connections in 
networks not directly affected by the injuries. The latter changes 
likely reflect the development of compensatory mechanisms, which 
are essentially a form of learning.

The application of rehabilitation strategies based upon the 
laboratory animal studies has yet to be realized. Nonetheless, the 
results of rodent studies suggest that many rehabilitation strate-
gies could be implemented fairly easily. Perhaps the major contri-
butions of the animal studies to date is to demonstrate: (1) that 
rehabilitation programs can work after early brain injury; and (2) 
that there are identifiable mechanisms that account for the ben-
eficial effects. The latter contribution is particularly important 
because most current therapies used with brain-injured people 
are not based upon an understanding why they might work. Once 
we understand why treatments work, we are in a better position 
to identify specific targets to improve the development of new and 
more effective treatments.

diet
It is generally presumed that the body heals better when it is given 
good nutrition so it is reasonable to predict that recovery from 
cortical injury might be facilitated by vitamin and/or mineral sup-
plements. Although there is little study of this possibility after 
adult brain injury, dietary choline supplementation during the 
perinatal period produces a variety of changes both to behav-
ior and brain of laboratory rats (Meck and Williams, 2003). For 
example, perinatal choline supplementation leads to enhanced 
spatial memory in various spatial navigation tests (e.g., Meck 
et al., 1988; Tees and Mohammadi, 1999) and increases the levels 
of NGF in hippocampus and neocortex (e.g., Sandstrom et al., 
2002). Halliwell and Kolb, (2003) added choline to the drinking 
water of pregnant rats and continued the treatment until weaning. 
Rats with neonatal prefrontal lesions and the choline treatment 
showed significant recovery of function on various cognitive tasks. 
The functional recovery was correlated with dendritic growth in 
cortical pyramidal cells. In a follow-up study, dams and later their 
pups were given a diet enriched with vitamins and minerals using 
a formula that had been found to be beneficial in treating human 
bipolar patients (Kaplan et al., 2001, 2004). Like the choline treat-
ment, there was a facilitation of recovery correlated with den-
dritic growth in cortical pyramidal cells (C. Halliwell and B. Kolb, 
unpublished observations).

The possibility that diet might be important for stimulating 
recovery after early cortical injury is further supported by a study 
by Dabydeen et al. (2008). Human neonates with perinatal brain 
damage were randomly allocated to receive either a high- (120% 
recommended average intake) or average (100% recommended 
average intake) energy and protein diet. The effect on recovery was 
so dramatic that the study was terminated before completion so 
that all infants could be placed on the higher energy diet. Although 
direct anatomical measurements of synaptic growth could not be 
done in such a study, non-invasive imaging showed that axonal 
diameters in the corticospinal tract, length, and weight were also 
significantly increased.
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